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Ice at depth in ice-stream shear margins is thought to commonly be temperate, with
interstitial meltwater that softens ice. Models that include this softening extrapolate results
of a single experimental study in which ice effective viscosity decreased by a factor of ∼3
over water contents of ∼0.01–0.8%. Modeling indicates this softening by water localizes
strain in shear margins and through shear heating increases meltwater at the bed,
enhancing basal slip. To extend data to higher water contents, we shear lab-made ice
in confined compression with a large ring-shear device. Ice rings with initial mean grain
sizes of 2–4mm are kept at the pressure-melting temperature and sheared at controlled
rates with peak stresses of ∼0.06–0.20 MPa, spanning most of the estimated shear-stress
range in West Antarctic shear margins. Final mean grain sizes are 8–13mm.Water content
is measured by inducing a freezing front at the ice-ring edges, tracking its movement
inward with thermistors, and fitting the data with solutions of the relevant Stefan problem.
Results indicate two creep regimes, below and above a water content of ∼0.6%.
Comparison of effective viscosity values in secondary creep with those of tertiary creep
from the earlier experimental study indicate that for water contents of 0.2–0.6%, viscosity in
secondary creep is about twice as sensitive to water content than for ice sheared to tertiary
creep. Above water contents of 0.6%, viscosity values in secondary creep are within 25%
of those of tertiary creep, suggesting a stress-limitingmechanism at water contents greater
than 0.6% that is insensitive to ice fabric development in tertiary creep. At water contents of
∼0.6–1.7%, effective viscosity is independent of water content, and ice is nearly linear-
viscous. Minimization of intercrystalline stress heterogeneity by grain-scale melting and
refreezing at rates that approach an upper bound as grain-boundary water films thicken
might account for the two regimes.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, flow of marine-terminating ice streams has accounted for most of the mass
lost from the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Rignot et al., 2019). Owing to low effective stress at the beds of ice
streams, their driving stresses tend to be resisted mainly at their margins (e.g., Raymond et al., 2001).
Resultant high rates of shear strain at ice-streammargins dissipate sufficient heat to overcome effects
of cold ice advection from the glacier surface and from adjacent slow-moving ice to cause many
margins to be temperate at depth (Meyer and Minchew, 2018; Hunter et al., 2021). Resultant water
that resides at grain boundaries reduces the effective viscosity of the ice (Duval, 1977). When
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incorporated in a numerical model of an ice-stream shear margin
that also includes routing of interstitial water, this ice softening by
water reduces the width of the temperate zone and steepens
velocity gradients in the margin (Haseloff et al., 2019). Resultant
focusing of heat dissipation increases the meltwater discharge
delivered to the bed, which affects the distribution of basal
effective stress and slip velocity (Suckale et al., 2014; Perol and
Rice, 2015; Meyer et al., 2018; Haseloff et al., 2019). Strain
localization at ice-stream margins also creates troughs on the
surfaces of shear margins that precondition ice shelves for ocean-
driven break-up (Alley et al., 2019).

The softening effect of a melt phase on rock at its pressure-
melting temperature (PMT) usually depends non-linearly on
the melt content (e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995; Rosenberg and
Handy, 2005), so defining the range of water content in
temperate ice is likely to be important for assessing the
softening effect. The intergranular water in temperate ice is
thought to reside in veins at three-grain intersections, at nodes
where these veins meet, and in lenses along grain boundaries
oriented optimally with respect to deviatoric stress in the ice
(Nye and Mae, 1972; Nye and Frank, 1973; Nye, 1989). Careful
microscopic study of temperate ice at atmospheric pressure
bears this out (Nye andMae, 1972; Mader, 1992). Measurements
of the resultant water content of temperate ice—equivalent to
the ice porosity if voids are saturated—are few. Water contents
of cores from two temperate glaciers in the French Alps did not
generally exceed about 3% and much more commonly were less

than 2%, with an average value of ∼0.7% (Vallon et al., 1976;
Lliboutry and Duval, 1985). In situ measurement of ice water
content at the bed of the Norwegian temperate glacier,
Engabreen, yielded values of ∼1% to slightly greater than 2%
(Cohen, 2000). No data exist on the water content of temperate
ice in ice-stream shear margins. The model results of Haseloff
et al. (2019) for idealized shear margins included spatially
averaged water contents of less than 0.5 to up to ∼8%. This
wide range resulted from model sensitivity to the ice
permeability, which was poorly known.

Effects of interstitial water on ice viscosity were apparent to
early field workers and experimentalists who did not measure
water content but noted its likely effect on their observations.
Carol (1947), while studying ice from a cavity beneath a
temperate glacier, noted that where water “exuded from
countless capillaries” in basal ice it was more “plastic” than ice
elsewhere and “had almost the consistency of cheese.” Many
experimental studies have indicated that creep rates of ice at or
close to its PMT are greatly enhanced (Glen, 1955; Mellor and
Testa, 1969; Barnes et al., 1971; Colbeck et al., 1973; Morgan,
1991) relative to softening expected from a simple Arrhenius
dependence on temperature (e.g., Cuffey and Paterson, 2010, p.
64). Extreme sensitivity of strain rate to temperature very close to
the PMT (Figure 1) has led to the conclusion that water at grain
boundaries either introduces new deformation mechanisms or
enhances existing ones (e.g., Mellor and Testa, 1969; Barnes et al.,
1971; Morgan 1991; Hooke, 2020). This strain-rate sensitivity to
grain-boundary processes is reinforced by no comparable
temperature sensitivity observed in experiments on single
crystals of ice near the PMT (Jones and Brunet, 1978). The
widely adopted constitutive relation of Goldsby and Kohlstedt
(2001), with grain-boundary sliding limiting deformation rate
over most glacially relevant stresses, also cannot explain severe
enhancement of strain rates very near the PMT (Figure 1).

In only the study of Duval (1977) was water content measured
during creep experiments on ice kept at or close the PMT.
Hollowed-out cores of natural ice containing impurities
(Vallon et al., 1976) were sheared to tertiary creep. Water
content of ice samples varied with temperature and impurity
content. The variation of grain sizes among ice samples was
8–19 mm (Vallon et al., 1976). Ice samples were sheared at a
constant stress of 0.29 MPa, above shear stresses measured in ice-
stream shear margins of West Antarctica and leading to strain
rates 10–50 times larger than the largest strain rates measured
there, as compiled by Raymond et al. (2001). Water content was
measured by tracking with thermistors in the ice the speed of a
freezing front induced at the boundaries of the ice specimen
(Duval, 1976a). Strain rate was sensitive to water content, and
increased linearly by a factor of ∼3 across water contents of
0.008–0.8%.

Barnes et al. (1971) believed, based on experimental data
collected at temperatures above −1°C, that grain-scale pressure
melting and refreezing and grain boundary sliding were
important micro-deformation mechanisms. Stress
heterogeneity around grains at the PMT will create thermal
gradients across grains that drive grain-scale melting,
movement of water through grain-boundary melt films, and

FIGURE1 | High-temperature creep data from uniaxial compression
experiments on laboratory-made polycrystalline ice, replotted from Morgan
(1991). The octahedral stress was 0.1 MPa. Strain rates are minimum values
of secondary creep. A fit to Morgan’s (1991) data gathered at lower
temperatures (−32.5 to −5°C) yields an activation energy in the Arrhenius
relation that underestimates the measured strain rate at −0.01°C by a factor of
∼10. Exponential thickening of pre-melted water films at grain boundaries with
increasing temperature is thought to be responsible for enhanced strain rates
(Hooke, 2020).
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refreezing of water. Melt films may also enhance grain-boundary
sliding (e.g., Hooke, 2020).

Duval (1977), however, excluded these possibilities. His high-
temperature experiments (Duval, 1976b) indicated a stress
exponent in Glen’s flow law equal to 3.0, inconsistent with
deformation limited by either grain-scale melting and
refreezing or grain-boundary sliding. Although Duval thought
that water would be created by melting where stress
concentrations between grains locally lower the melting
temperature, he thought this water would absorb dislocations
that pile up at stressed grain boundaries and cause strain
hardening. More specifically the water creates a free surface
that attracts dislocations by reducing strain energy in their
vicinity and thereby absorbs them, relieving their pile-ups at
grain boundaries. He thought that this water also likely facilitated
grain-boundary migration (Duval, 1977).

Herein, we present the first measurements of the relationship
between effective ice viscosity and liquid water content in
temperate ice since Duval’s (1977) pioneering study. Rings of
polycrystalline laboratory ice with different water contents are
sheared at controlled rates in confined compression, with mean
final grain diameters of 8.3–12.6 mm and hence within the range
considered by Duval (1977). Except for one high-strain
experiment conducted to tertiary creep, ice is sheared only to
peak stresses associated with secondary creep and total strains less
than ∼8. This approach avoids the complicating influence of
softening by ice fabric development that accompanies the
transition from secondary to tertiary creep (e.g., Hooke, 2020)
and allows experiments at low strain rates. Most importantly,
these experiments extend the range of water content considered
to 1.7%, more than twice the highest value considered by Duval
(1977). We find that at about the upper limit of the water-content
range he considered, the relationship between ice softening and
water content changes markedly, yielding an ice rheology above

that limit that is seemingly not controlled by either grain
boundary sliding or dislocation creep.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Apparatus
These experiments are conducted using a ring-shear device
housed in a cold room and designed and used previously to
study glacier slip (Iverson and Petersen, 2011; Thompson et al.,
2020; Zoet and Iverson, 2020). The device’s ice chamber is
adjusted to study ice rheology by installing a toothed platen
that grips the ice at the base of the chamber (Figure 2). This
modification transforms the chamber into a viscometer that
deforms a large ice ring (outside diameter of 0.9 m diameter,
width of 0.2 m, and a maximum thickness of ∼0.17 m) confined
on its sides and held in compression between the rotating upper
platen and the stationary lower platen. The platens are made of
PVC plastic; its low thermal conductivity inhibits regelation past
the platen teeth and promotes internal deformation of the ice
ring. The upper platen rotates at a controlled speed while a
vertical stress, which fluctuates less than 2%, is applied to the ice
ring by a servo-controlled hydraulic ram (Figure 2). The
resistance to platen rotation is measured with a torque sensor
in the drive assembly and used to compute shear stress, averaged
over the area of the ice ring. The vertical stress is measured with a
load cell on the hydraulic ram. Rotation and downward motion of
the upper platen resulting from melting are measured to the
nearest 0.01 mm. Video cameras that image tracers in the ice can
help describe strain patterns (Figure 2).

The ice chamber resides in a bath (cooling tub of Figure 2)
consisting of a mixture of ethylene glycol and water. Its
temperature is regulated to the nearest 0.01°C with an external
heating/cooling circulator that pumps the fluid through the

FIGURE 2 | Schematic of the ring-shear device, configured as a viscometer.
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cooling tub. This system holds the ice at the PMTwithout melting
it too quickly so experiments of durations up to several months
can be conducted. Temperature is measured with glass-bead
thermistors, calibrated to a precision of ∼0.01°C with high-
precision reference thermistor and embedded at various points
flush within the inside surfaces of the ice chamber walls to
measure temperature at the sides of the ice ring. Owing to the
ice being at its PMT, movement of the ice ring along the lateral
walls of the aluminum chamber during shear results in negligible
drag because of the water film that divides the smooth aluminum
from the ice. Meltwater drains to atmospheric pressure from
ports in the base of the ice chamber. More details about the
apparatus can be found in Iverson and Petersen (2011).

Procedure
Ice rings are built within the ice chamber incrementally, with ice layers
15–20mm in thickness. To build each layer, chilled and distilled or
deionized water is added to the ice chamber and then saturated with
sieved snow (2mm sieve) to promote the growth of randomly
oriented crystals as the water freezes. Water for two of these
experiments was doped with low concentrations of pure sodium
chloride (10−6 g/g) to experiment with the effect of solutes in
controlling water content. At mid-height in the ice ring, two
horizontal transects of thermistors are frozen into place (Figure 3).
These transects are oriented radially, along the width if the ring and
in-line with thermistors in the inner and outer walls. During ring
construction ice samples are collected so initial grain sizes can be
measured. Once a ring is built to its full height (∼0.17m), four vertical,
12mmholes are drilled through the ice ring along its radial centerline.
To serve as strain indicators, weighted threads are suspended vertically
in each of the drilled holes to just above the lower platen. Chilledwater
is then added to the holes to freeze the threads in position.

After a final water layer, seeded with snow, is added to the top
of the ice ring, it is raised into contact with the upper platen,

which during freezing fully couples to the ice ring under a low
applied normal stress (∼0.3 MPa). The cold room is then warmed
to 1 ± 0.8°C, and the external circulator is set so that glycol/water
mixture in the cooling tub is just above freezing (+0.015 ±
0.010°C). The ice ring warms to the PMT for approximately
three days. Normal stress on the ice is then increased to the value
chosen for shearing. The increased pressure results in an abrupt
decrease in ice temperature that confirms the ice is at the PMT.

Shear of the ice is initiated by rotating the upper platen at a
steady speed of 0.1–1.5 m a−1 at the centerline of the ring,
depending on the strain rate desired in the experiment.
Stresses are measured at 40 Hz, averaged, and saved every 20 s.
In some experiments the time to reach a peak stress is reduced by
allowing up to one-third of the anticipated peak stress to accrue
(at a strain less than 0.25%) and then reducing the speed to target
a lower desired strain rate; development of ice microstructural
properties that reflect the higher initial strain rate and that might
affect peak stresses is not expected in the early stages of primary
creep. In 11 experiments ice rings were sheared until shear stress
reached a peak value and then either remained steady or began to
decrease consistently. Durations of shear were 3–18 days. The
single experiment carried out to tertiary creep lasted 64 days.

Efforts to systematically vary water content evolved with trial and
error. Varying of ice salinity yielded inconsistent water contents, at
least partly because of preferential release of salt early in experiments,
as measured in meltwater draining from the ice chamber. A more
successful method for varying water content was to systematically
vary the confining pressure. Water content tended to increase with
increasing confining pressure (0.3–1.4MPa) and less so with
increasing experimental duration when the effects of these
variables could be adequately isolated (Adams, 2021). The former
dependence reflects the thermodynamic requirement to melt ice
with increasing pressure to attain the lower PMT. The latter
dependence likely reflects progressive heat transfer into the ice
from the boundaries of the ice ring, owing to the slightly lower
PMT at curved water vein walls relative to the boundaries of the ice
ring (Nye, 1991).

At the ends of experiments, after the peak stress is attained, the
water content of the ice is measured. To do this, over less than a
two-hour period the glycol/water mixture in the cooling tub is
cooled to −0.5°C, initiating freezing fronts that move radially into
the ice ring from the inner and outer walls (Figure 3). The
insulating PVC platens inhibit heat conduction across the upper
and lower surfaces of the ice ring, promoting dominantly
horizontal heat flow through the ice as the temperature of the
glycol/water mixture decreases. The speed at which freezing
fronts advance through the ice is measured by the thermistors
embedded in the walls, which track temperature at the inner and
outer edges of the ice ring, and by the thermistors frozen into ice
along radial transects (Figure 3). Freezing-front arrival times are
selected for each thermistor when temperature begins to
sustainably decrease at a rate commensurate with the rate of
the wall-temperature decrease (Supplementary Figure 1). The
speed of freezing fronts is sensitive to interstitial water content of
the ice owing to the high latent heat of fusion of water. Water
contents are determined by fitting numerical solutions of the
relevant Stefan heat-conduction model (Asaithambi, 1988;

FIGURE 3 | Schematic cross-section through the ice chamber along a
radius with a thermistor transect, showing freezing fronts induced by lowering
the temperature of the glycol/water mixture surrounding the ice chamber.
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Cohen, 1999) to the arrival times of the freezing fronts (see
Supplementary Material, including Supplementary Figure 2).
Four determinations of water content are made for each
experiment and averaged, with one determination for each
half-transect of thermistors on either side of the ice-ring
centerline. Freezing-front movement on one side of the
interior temperate zone is independent of that on the other
side because temperate ice cannot serve as a heat sink (i.e., all
heat conduction is toward the walls of the ice ring). From the
variability of the water-content determinations, error bars are
computed as plus or minus one standard deviation. These
multiple measurements, as opposed to a single determination
along one transect (e.g., Duval, 1976, 1977), help compensate for
uncertainty in identifying arrival times of freezing fronts.

After freezing fronts have advanced past the innermost
thermistor, ice is warmed back to the PMT, and the ice ring is
extracted from the ice chamber. Initially vertical threads in the ice
are carefully photographed and measured to determine their
deflection from the vertical and thereby determine total shear
strain at the centerline of the ice ring. This value, if compared to
the total rotation of the upper platen, allows the internal
deformation of the ice ring to be isolated from movement
focused at the platens (i.e., slip). This tactic is similar to that
of Kamb (1972) who conducted torsion experiments on warm ice
and drew lines on ice rings to isolate slip at platen surfaces. Strain
rates are computed from the measured platen rotation with time,
using the proportion of platen rotation by ice deformation
indicated by thread deflection.

To evaluate ice softening by water, we make no assumption
regarding the stress exponent in the power-law flow rule for ice
and plot effective ice viscosity,

η � τ

2_ε
(1)

as a function of water content, where τ is the measured peak shear
stress and _ε � 1

2
δu
δz is the shear strain rate, as determined from

thread deflection, based on the variation with height, z, in
circumferential ice velocity at the ice-ring centerline, u. In the
context of Glen’s flow law (e.g., Cuffey and Paterson, 2010),
_ε � Aτn, effective ice viscosity depends in the constants A and n:

η � 1
2
(Aτn−1)−1 (2)

The prefactor, A, contains all effects on viscosity other than stress.
To measure final grain sizes, thin sections in the longitudinal

flow plane are made from ice samples of sheared ice. Photographs
are analyzed in ImageJ, open-source image processing software
(Schneider et al., 2012). The mean planimetric grain area for each
thin section is calculated by dividing the sum of planimetric grain
areas by the total number of grains (Fitzpatrick, 2013). The mean
planimetric diameter is then determined as the diameter of a
circle of equivalent area and up-scaled to estimate the mean
volumetric diameter from the two-dimensional image (Durand,
2004). Grains truncated at edges of thin sections are not
considered, and a minimum of 100 grains is counted in each
section so that mean diameters are not underestimated (Durand,
2004).

RESULTS

Strain rates varied from ∼1.0 to 12.0 × 10−8 s−1 (Table 1), a factor
of ∼1.2–15 higher than the highest strain rates measured in the
margins of Whillan’s Ice Stream (Whillans and van der Veen,
1997; Raymond et al., 2001). As noted, motion resulting from slip
near the platen surfaces was not included in strain-rate
determinations and varied roughly with confining pressure: an
experiment at abnormally low confining pressure (0.33 MPa)
yielded slip that accounted for 62% of the platen motion,
whereas the average motion by slip was much lower, 27%.
Despite slip at the platens, no discontinuity at the tips of
platen teeth was visible in any experiment, unlike in Kamb’s
(1972) torsion experiments in which slip was recorded at slightly
subfreezing temperatures and discontinuities were visible after
experiments.

Peak shear stresses during secondary creep were attained at
strains of 1.7–6.8% (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figures 3, 4)
and varied from ∼0.06 to 0.20 MPa. These values of stress span
most of the range of shear stress inWest Antarctic shear margins,
as computed by Raymond et al. (2001) from measurements and
force-balance calculations. In the one experiment conducted to
tertiary creep, a steady stress was measured over a total strain of
∼15–17%. Water contents of ice in experiments varied from 0.21
to 1.70% (Table 1), exceeding the upper limit of the water-
content range measured by Duval (1977) (0.008–0.80%).
Stress-strain plots usually contained a few isolated stress drops
of up to ∼4 kPa (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 3).

Mean grain diameters during the experiments conducted to
secondary creep increased by a factor of 2.7–4.2 (Figure 5). Initial
mean grain diameters were 2.8–3.9 mm, with standard deviations
of 1.0–1.6 mm. Mean grain diameters measured at the ends of
experiments conducted to secondary creep averaged
8.3–12.5 mm, with standard deviations of 4.2–8.0 mm. Grain
size increased slightly with decreasing strain rate (∼30%) and
increasing experimental duration, but correlations were weak
(Adams, 2021).

The character of grain boundaries differed before and after
shearing to secondary creep (Figure 5). Un-sheared ice had
grains that were relatively equant with mostly straight, smooth
boundaries. Grain boundaries of large crystals (>∼10 mm
diameter) after shearing were highly irregular, and boundaries
of large grains in some cases intruded into adjacent grains. The
shapes of smaller crystals in sheared ice were more like crystals of
the un-sheared ice, but boundaries were more irregular.

Plotting effective viscosity as a function of the mean water
content of the ice ring indicates two regimes of sensitivity to water
content (Figure 6). At water contents below ∼0.6%, effective
viscosity decreases markedly with increasing water content, but at
higher values viscosity is essentially independent of water content
and centered on a value of about 1 × 10−12 Pa s. Effective viscosity
values computed from Duval’s (1977) data, collected in
experiments conducted to tertiary creep with glacier ice, are a
factor of 3.6–1.3 lower than effective viscosities measured in this
study in secondary creep over the equivalent water-content range.
Interestingly, the viscosity values of the two data sets more or less
converge at a water content of ∼0.6%. Duval’s (1977) data indicate
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a factor of ∼2 less viscosity sensitivity to water content than
observed in this study. The one tertiary-creep viscosity value from
this study plots between the two data sets but closer to the trend of
Duval’s tertiary-creep data (Figure 6).

The lack of a systematic change in effective ice viscosity at
water contents greater than ∼0.6% implies that viscosity did not
depend on the magnitude of the stress or strain rate, which each
varied through roughly a factor of 3 among the relevant six
experiments. Indeed, the lack of viscosity dependence on water
content allows strain rate to be plotted as a function of stress, with
a tight power-law fit yielding a stress exponent of n � 1.1
(Figure 7). Thus, it would appear, unexpectedly, that above a
threshold water content of ∼0.6% the ice is essentially linear-
viscous. Only two of Duval’s (1977) experiments included water
contents above 0.6%, but those data plot close to the trend of the
data of this study (Figure 7). Unfortunately, at water contents less
than ∼0.6%, determining the value of n is not possible from our
data, owing to the lack of multiple experiments at a single water
content, which precludes inferring a controlling deformation
mechanism based on the value of n.

DISCUSSION

Some aspects of these results, when compared with those of Duval
(1977), are unsurprising. The higher effective viscosity values of
the present study are expected, given their basis on peak stresses
of secondary creep rather than on lower flow stresses of tertiary
creep that reflect the development of crystalline fabric.
Enhancement of A in Eq. 2 due to fabric development is
thought to be 1–12 in simple shear, with both laboratory and
field-based values spanning most of this range (Cuffey and
Paterson, 2010; Hooke, 2020). However, values in the lower
half of this range are expected here owing to the relatively low
stresses of these experiments (Treverrow et al., 2012).
Experiments on shallow ice from a shear margin pointed to
enhancement of less than 2 (Jackson and Kamb, 1997). Modest
enhancement (1.3–3.6) is indeed consistent with the comparison

of our results with Duval’s (1977) (Figure 6). As noted, viscosity
from the one experiment here conducted to tertiary creep plots
close to but above the trend of Duval’s (1977) data. The additional
softening from Duval’s study could derive from his use of glacier
ice, which contained soluble impurities; in contrast, the ice of the
tertiary-creep experiment here was made from deionized water.
Also expected in these experiments at the PMT is the observed
rapid grain growth and development of interlocking, irregular
grains that likely indicates grain boundary migration as peak
stresses were attained (e.g., Duval and Castelnau, 1995;
Montagnat et al., 2015; Journaux et al., 2019). Longer
experiments at low strain rates may account for the slightly
larger grains observed at low strain rates. Also, grain growth
during experiments, as well as melting by heat dissipation during
shear, probably resulted in water content that evolved as stress,
strain, and grain size increased. The measured values of water
content, therefore, reflect those when peak stresses were attained
but not necessarily water contents earlier in experiments.

More unexpected is the observation that viscosity values from
these two studies converge at a water content of ∼0.6%; at higher
water contents effective viscosity values from the Duval (1977)
study are only ∼25% lower than in this study (Figure 6). If fabric
development is indeed responsible for the softer ice of Duval’s
experiments, then the effect of this fabric-related softening is
progressively reduced as water content increases toward ∼0.6%,
above which the softening associated with ice fabric is minimal.

Equally intriguing is the apparent linear-viscous behavior of
ice in this study at water contents above ∼0.6% (Figure 7). We are
aware of only one study of ice rheology, other than this one, in
which ice contained more interstitial water than in the study of
Duval (1977). De La Chapelle et al. (1999) reported results of
compression creep tests conducted to secondary creep on
cold (−13°C), saline ice with a water content of 7%. Four of
these experiments were conducted at low shear stresses
(<0.3 MPa) comparable to those of the present study.
Although these authors fit their low-stress data based on n �
1.8 (their Figure 4), power-law regression of their data leaving the
value of n free yields n � 1.1, as in the present study (Figure 7).

TABLE 1 | Summary of experimental parameters. Reported errors are ± one standard deviation.

Peak-stress experiments

Exp Confining
pressure(MPa)

Shear duration
(days)

Total strain (%) Strain rate
(10−8 s−1)

Peak shear
stress (MPa)

Mean water
content (%)

1 0.71 ± <0.01 11.7 3.7 2.9 ± 0.7 0.094 0.45 ± 0.01
2 0.69 ± <0.01 13.0 3.0 2.0 ± 0.1 0.11 0.44 ± 0.04
3 1.30 ± <0.01 7.0 3.3 3.3 ± 0.4 0.070 1.70 ± 0.23
4 0.70 ± <0.01 10.0 1.9 1.5 ± <0.1 0.10 0.34 ± 0.03
5 0.91 ± <0.01 18.0 4.4 1.8 ± 0.1 0.085 0.55 ± 0.09
6 1.19 ± <0.01 16.0 6.9 2.9 ± 0.3 0.059 0.75 ± 0.09
7 1.20 ± <0.01 11.0 8.4 6.0 ± 0.3 0.13 0.64 ± 0.05
8 1.40 ± <0.01 3.3 5.4 12.0 ± 0.6 0.20 1.22 ± 0.07
9 1.40 ± <0.01 5.0 5.5 8.6 ± 0.4 0.20 1.33 ± 0.07
10 1.40 ± <0.01 8.1 6.4 5.8 ± 0.2 0.12 1.65 ± 0.26
11 0.33 ± <0.01 19.0 2.9 1.1 ± <0.1 0.10 0.21 ± 0.02

Tertiary-creep experiment Steady-state shear stress (MPa)
12 0.70 ± <0.01 63.8 17.0 3.5 ± 0.1 0.14 ± <0.01 0.31 ± 0.08

Exp 1 and 2 had initial salinities of 1 × 10−6 and 2 × 10−6 g/g, respectively. The strain rate in Experiment 12 was varied; the final steady value is listed.
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This value of n cannot be explained by invoking basal slip
accommodated by grain boundary sliding (n � 1.8),
dislocation creep (n � 4) or a combination of the two at
intermediate stresses (n � 3) (Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001).

Before considering further ice softening by water, the small
stress drops that occurred in some experiments (Figure 4) require
discussion. These stress drops may point to isolated brittle events,
such as microcracking, despite the warm ice and confining
pressures exceeding deviatoric stresses by a factor of 3–20. The
water pressure within veins in the ice was unknown and if
sufficiently large could have reduced the effective confining
pressure to values less than deviatoric stresses, promoting

microcracking. However, unlike studies in which microcracks
enhanced creep (Sinha, 1989), microcracks were not visible in
thin sections at the grain scale (Figures 5B,D), and continuous
strain markers (weighted threads) across the thickness of the ice
ring displayed no discontinuities. In contrast, some slip occurred
at the platens that gripped the ice ring at its top and bottom, and
very near the teeth of the platens deviatoric stresses would have
locally attained maximum values. Thus if crack growth occurred,
it likely happened near the platens, and was excluded in the
measurement of total shear strain used to compute strain rate.
Microcracking was less likely in this study than in the rotary
experiments of Duval (1977), in which deviatoric stresses were
higher by a factor of 1.5–4.9, and the ice was not confined radially.

The starting point of the leading hypothesis for ice softening
by water (Duval, 1977; De La Chapelle et al., 1999; Schulson and
Duval, 2009) is that where stresses are concentrated between
adjacent crystals made “soft” and “hard” by their respectively
favorable and unfavorable alignments with the macroscopic
stress, dislocations pile up in tangles. These tangles cause the
progressive strengthening associated with primary creep in rate-
controlled tests. Water at grain boundaries is thought to reduce
these tangles by absorbing dislocations, thereby softening ice by
redistributing stresses and allowing activation of easy slip on basal
planes (i.e., basal glide). However, if basal glide controlled peak
stresses in our experiments, effective viscosity values with
increasing water content would not have converged with those
of Duval’s (1977) experiments conducted to tertiary creep. Rather,
if the experiments here had been carried out to tertiary creep, the
weakening associated with recrystallization and alignment of basal
planes would have made flow stresses in tertiary creep significantly
smaller than peak stresses in secondary creep, regardless of the
water content. Moreover, the observed transition to nearly linear
viscous behavior cannot be explained by basal glide limiting peak
stresses at water contents greater than ∼0.6%.

To try to account for this near linear viscous behavior, we now
consider the old idea that grain-boundary melting and refreezing,
as a linear diffusive process, contributes to deformation of ice at
the PMT (Barnes and Tabor, 1966; 1967; Barnes et al., 1971). As
noted, extreme sensitivity of strain rate to temperature very near
the PMT—observed in several studies of polycrystalline ice but
absent in experiments with single crystals—clearly highlights the
importance of processes at grain boundaries for ice at the PMT
(Figure 1). The experiments of Barnes et al. (1971) provided
evidence for grain boundary migration accompanying melting
and the movement of liquid water at grain boundaries. Although
Duval (1977) rejected melting and refreezing as possibly
controlling ice deformation because his data collected at low
water contents indicated n � 3 (Duval, 1976b), he acknowledged,
nevertheless, that grain-scale stress heterogeneity would lead to
temperature gradients across crystals that would cause local
melting and refreezing at grain boundaries. This hypothesis is
supported by observations of melting and refreezing in ice
subjected to non-hydrostatic stress (Nye and Mae, 1972).
Melting and refreezing is also a central process in theories
aimed at describing the permeability of ice at its PMT (e.g.,
Lliboutry, 1996). Thus, a reasonable expectation is that melting
and refreezing, in response to stress heterogeneity at grain

FIGURE 4 | Representative stress-strain curves from (A) Experiment 1,
one of five experiments in which strain rate was initially high, to accelerate the
experiment, and then reduced (dotted line) to a lower value; strain rate at the
peak stress (dashed line) was 2.9 ± 0.7 × 10−8 s−1, and (B) Experiment
9, conducted at a single strain rate of 8.6 ± 0.4 × 10−8 s−1.
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boundaries and with associated movement of water in films along
grain boundaries, contributed to the transfer of mass required for
deformation and continuity among grains.

We next tentatively consider whether melting and refreezing
(e.g., Barnes et al., 1971), if evaluated in the context of water films
at grain boundaries, might limit peak stresses, given our
observations that at water contents greater than 0.6% n ≈ 1
and viscosity values are similar in secondary and tertiary creep
(Figure 6). Melting would reduce stress concentrations at grain
boundaries, in concert with absorption of dislocations by water
films at those locations, as suggested by Duval (1977), and with
grain boundary migration (e.g., Montagnat and Duval, 2000).
Rempel and Meyer (2019), who adapted classical regelation
theory to account for effects of premelting, have shown how
temperature gradients between zones of melting and refreezing

and associated regelation speeds can be proportional to the
permeability of films that transfer water between such zones.
The permeability associated with Poiseuille flow through a film
depends on its thickness squared, so film permeability and the
rate of melting and refreezing are likely sensitive to water content.
If so, the stress-limiting role of basal glide (e.g., De La Chapelle
et al., 1999) may diminish with increasing water content as
melting and refreezing redistribute mass with increasing
efficiency, such that effective viscosity values in secondary
creep decrease to nearly those of tertiary creep, as observed.
Rempel and Meyer (2019, their equation 9) also showed that for
sufficiently permeable (i.e., thick) water films, pressure gradients
within them become negligible, so the speed of regelation
approaches an upper bound that is linearly proportional to ice
stress differences between melting and refreezing zones. This

FIGURE 5 | Initial and final ice textures (A,B) from Experiment 5 and (C,D) from Experiment 11 viewed under polarized light. Initial ice textures (A,C) are from the
plane of shear; final ice textures (B,D) are in a longitudinal flow plane. Grid squares are 10 mm × 10 mm. Arrows indicate the orientation of shear.
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upper bound attained at a sufficiently high water content might
account for the lack of viscosity sensitivity to water content and
for linear-viscous behavior, assuming melting and refreezing can
become principally responsible for minimizing stress
heterogeneity among grains at water contents greater than 0.6%.

The value n ≈ 1 at water contents greater than 0.6% implies
diffusional creep, possibly somewhat analogous to that studied in
finely crystalline olivine with varying percentages of basaltic melt
(Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995; Kohlstedt and Zimmerman, 1996). In
these studies sensitivity of effective viscosity to melt content was
attributed to differences in the degree of wetting by melt along grain
boundaries, which was thought to control diffusive transport of
mass there. On the other hand, the relevant physics for the ice-
water system could be significantly different than in other rock-melt
systems. Processes in ice would indeed need to be different to allow
a diffusive creep mechanism to control peak stresses at high melt
contents despite the large grain sizes of the present study. A
quantitative model, which should include relevant physics of water
films at grain boundaries, is necessary to evaluate our suggestion that
melting and refreezingmight help account for the results of this study.

More experiments, particularly at water contents greater than 0.6%
and to values beyond those of this study (>1.7%), need to be
conducted to provide definitive guidance for ice-stream modelers
who require a relationship between the effective viscosity of temperate
ice and its water content. Nevertheless, our results should, at a
minimum, be cautionary: extrapolating Duval’s (1977) data or the
data herein towater contents higher than those studied experimentally
will require a leap of faith until a tested,micromechanicalmodel of the
effect of interstitial water on ice rheology is available.

CONCLUSION

By exploring a greater range of water content than previously
studied in experiments with pure ice, we have identified two

distinct creep regimes above and below a threshold interstitial
meltwater content of ∼0.6%. Across water contents of
0.2–0.6%, ice effective viscosity decreases by a factor of
4.4—a sensitivity that is ∼2.0 times greater than for the
case of ice sheared to tertiary creep (Duval, 1977),
although the sensitivity in tertiary creep is more relevant
to ice-stream shear margins. Over increasing water content in this
regime, effective viscosity values in secondary creep decrease to nearly
those of tertiary creep (Duval, 1977), implying that development of
ice crystal fabric during tertiary creep has little effect on softening
ice at water contents above ∼0.6%. At water contents of ∼0.6–1.7%,
ice effective viscosity does not change systematically with water
content, and n � 1.1. A working hypothesis to account for the
two regimes is that grain-scale stress heterogeneity can become
limited by grain-boundary melting and refreezing, at rates that
approach an upper bound as water films at grain boundaries
thicken with increasing water content.
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